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mixfloor gives uniqueness to living 
spaces and proposes innovation to 
wooden flooring and parquet finishes. 
mixfloor is a traditional crafts 
company specialized in the field 
of wood flooring for architectural 
interiors and exteriors. 
mixfloor, by choosing selected row 
materials of wood, works the best 
product for a wide range of finishes 
and sizes of wood floors.
These are the mixfloor collections: 
mixcolor, mixnatural, mixdeck e 
resinflooring.



mixcolor is available in 
more than 200 different 
colours in order to give the 
possibility to the designer 
to adapt the material to 
the draft. 
mixcolor is structured 
in oak, crafted following 
the best traditions and 
finished with special 
lacquers that give high 
resistance technical 
features.
Thanks to its high 
strength, this material 
can be lain in places 
such as residential, 
show-rooms, shops and 
contract where people’s 
passage and trampling 
frequently occurs.

Matt or gloss, almost 
velvety, with definite but 
delicate tones, eclectic
in any environment.mixcolor

Contemporary traces



mixcolor



mixfloor gives the strong 
charme of natural 
essences a new meaning 
with suggestive colour 
spaces, keeping the 
balance between the 
product essence and 
innovation.
With mixfloor you can 
re-live the décor through 
a high shock and scratch 
resistance preformed 
parquet. 
mixfloor suggests new 
solutions for an aesthetic 
design environment. It’s a balance between 

essences and innovation, 
harmony and uniqueness.mixcolor

Portrait of an interior



mixnatural
mixnatural  is a collection 
of parquet flooring made 
of  natural wood  essences  
available in different sizes.  
It is 100% exclusively 
Made in Italy, which offers 
you maxi formats (up to 
5mt in length) and larger 
sizes upon request, with 
environmentally compati-
ble finishes.

Space to sensations





resinflooring

resinfloor produces resins for flooring and 
interior wall covering.
Resins allow a variety of design solutions. 
They are water based products 
environmentally certified for decorative but 
ecological floorings.
resinfloor is the result of technological 
evolutions of  materials, conceived around 
man and the environment for comfortable 
living solutions.

All products, although not required by law, are 
certified by ISS.
Within the limits imposed by directive 2004\42\CE 
related to VOC (volatile organic compounds).
Products are NMP free. The cycles fully comply with 
the directive CEE 89\106 about IAQ. In the production 
phase all products are tested following the quality 
control system and goods are  checked before 
shipment in compliance with UNI ENI ISO 9001.



mixdeck

mixdeck designs exte-
riors in a natural way to 
respect the surrounding 
environment using TECK, 
IPE and IROKO wood.

Chasing the purity of light



ash

wood

Preformed parquet keeps 
the wood natural design 
patterns, creating an infinite 
range of saturated colours 
and more neutral tones.
You can select between 
wax or naturally scented 
oil finishes, proposed both 
glossy and matt, that design 
the environment, defining 
the surfaces with style and 
innovation and creating a 
balance amongst all living 
spaces.

Transformation of matter

oak walnut wengé

black gray white

small  sp. 10 mm
medium  sp. 14 mm
large  sp. 18/22 mm
Xlarge oltre sp. 22 mm

dimensions

mixfloor offers various solutions according to the need to 
customize the type of finish and colour, chosen from all the NCS 
colours.
The range includes glossy and matt colours.
The product it is entirely Made in Italy.

For maintainance, use any neutral product diluted with water.



commerciale@mixfloor.it

www.mixfloor.it


